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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this paper is to incorporate a notion of time in π calculus. Timed π -
the timed extensions of π calculus — are calculi for timed mobile processes, which can
model not only evolving systems but also systems with real-time behaviors. We first
present such a calculus with the assumption that actions consume no time; a theory of
timed bisimulations is studied, and it is shown that the important algebraic properties
of π calculus are preserved in the timed setup; a notion of maximal progress with
respect to time is a feature of this calculus, arising due to the assumption extension.
We also present briefly a second timed π, under the opposite assumption that every
action should consume some time; this calculus is simpler in the sense that its set of
operators is of the same ‘size’as for standard π, and it makes no assumption ofmaximal
progress, or urgency of r—actions. The expressive power and axiomatizability for both
calculi are discussed, and illustrated with some examples.
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1. Introduction

In recent research on concurrency, real time has been studied intensively since time
is a crucial factor in many protocols and controlling systems. Systems such as wire—
less/ wired controllers, mobile equipments and protocols may not work correctly with—
out considering time: the result of a computation finished after the deadline may be
useless or even lead to fatal error. Critical actions happening at slightly different time
points could substantially change the behavior of the system: for instance, in Mobile
ΙΡ [40], timing is indispensable for ensuring that mobile nodes are always connected
to the network. Besides, security is also closely related to time: thus, in [15],by mea-
suring the time the user’s browser requires to perform certain operations, an attacker
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